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Third Paris Region 

Hash House Harriers 
Relay Run!!!!! 

 
Hash Relay: Paris to Fontainbleau: 3rd June 2000 

 
 
And so the story goes… 
 
  Stage 1 
 
Pop!!  No, not the beginning of the race but yes, the champagne was flowing under the Eiffel Tower 
as early as 5:35 am as three motley teams of hashers assembled in the dawn sunlight.  All ages, 
shapes and sizes; all ready and raring to go.   
The Master of Ceremonies, Kiss Me, all the way from London, saw us off with a bang and the race 
began. 
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A very short five minutes later we were all hopelessly lost as we followed Grab Nuts' instructions to 
not take the tunnels.  After much panic and confusion, everybody was soon back on track and 
speeding ahead.  Gone were Grab Nuts' dreams of losing them all and going home to bed. 
 
The Marshals quickly realized that their job was no laughing matter when the teams appeared, puzzle 
piece number 1 in hand, at the top of the first of many very long hills.  In fact, as confusion set in and 
without their leader, Hot Pussy to guide them, the Marshals began to wonder who was racing: they or 
the runners.  Cultured tried to reassure them by saying that it gets easier as the day goes on, but they 
had their doubts.   
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The teams on the other hand with their expert leaders, Likes-A-Long-One, Aqua-Sex, Jean-Luc and 
Gulletsby (as seeing eye dog for Fonty) followed the route flawlessly and all was well until a lone 
runner, Old Banger, was spotted almost crawling as he began his 15th consecutive kilometer in 
search of his team. How he had managed to out run the cars we will never know but they did finally 
manage to catch him up and so … on with the race.   
 
Fonty, Paris, Fonty, Paris … and finally, yes, Fonty appeared over the horizon ready for the banquet 
laid by the Sans Clue team at Nozay.  Fresh croissant, hot coffee, apples and apricots were enjoyed 
by all in the grounds of the church, which had been graciously reserved for us by the Mayor of 
Nozay. He also partook in the breakfast as we all hid our beers behind our backs while he 
congratulated us for encouraging healthy and environmentally sound endeavors and proclaimed the 
Relay a fixture on Nozay's yearly calendar.  The Mayor would like to thank Chivalrous Pudding for 
putting him in touch with the Hash.   
The Sans Clue and Paris teams looked on in disbelief as Fonty's replacement team arrived fresh and 
well rested to run the second stage. 

 
 

 Stage 2 
 
ONON… The Marshals now with their leader Hot Pussy and Robert her co-driver to guide her, felt 
sure they could beat the runners to the controls … but could they?  Where was the Paris team… 
beating it out ahead… Could we catch them?   
Sans Clue and Fonty were taking it at a more reasonable pace, all team members (runners, walkers 
and crawlers) were taking their turns…  
Paris, secure in the knowledge that Wrong Way was preparing lunch, including garlic dip, were 
determined to arrive first in order to fill their bellies, while the other two teams lagged behind.  Their 
determination became more pronounced as the Marshals, Fonty and Sans Clue attempted to follow in 
Paris's wake along une Route barrée (road-in-construction) and had to perform a Grand Recule 
despite the knowledge that Paris had forged ahead … and so for the second time we were all 
hopelessly lost.   
 
Somebody - and it certainly wasn't a Marshal - managed to find an alternative route, so the convoy of 
Marshals, Fonty and Sans Clue cars proceeded in the direction of Fontainbleau.  
Were the Paris team already partaking in Joop-Bouffe?… only our Marshals-sur-velo, Goblin and 
Dutch Treat, were to know as they cycled past the Paris team, only just in time to reach the next 
control and put out their hands for the required puzzle piece (giving their shoulders a welcome rest!)  
 
It was not long before the smell of garlic dip put all our minds at rest and we knew we had arrived in 
Chevannes.  The local residents were quick to make us feel welcome by moving their cars, leaving 
room for us to spread out.  Aqua-Sex is still asking himself why they declined his offer of having a 
beer with us.   
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Paris, Sans Clue and this time even the Marshals looked on with envy as yet another team from Fonty 
appeared.  This prompted Sans Clue to quickly arrange to trade a runner, Edith for a Marshal, Julie, 
in a frantic attempt to inject some new energy into their team. 
 
 
Stage 3 
 
Shortly afterwards three runners - red, green & blue- were seen running across the top of the 
Chevannes Viaduct in search of the Marshals, cleverly posted along the way, and so the Third Stage 
got under way.   
 
It soon became apparent that Sans Clues' tactics had worked as they overtook Fonty on an overpass.  
However in the forest, just after Barbizon, the Sans Clue team were astounded to see the Fonty team 
reappear just ahead of them!   Had they taken a short cut? 
 
Paris, meanwhile were continuing to give chase to the Marshals as they, Paris and the Marshals, 
raced to see who would arrived first at our final destination the Fonty Tennis Club.  Main Marshal, 
Jim, just managed to make it to the control point in time, before the first runner appeared. 
 
 
 
The Arrival 
 
Paris followed closely by Fonty, and bringing up the rear Sans Clue, all arrived just moments before 
the thunder storm.  The gods were applauding our heroic feat and showering us in much needed 
water after the afternoon's dehydrating heat spell. 
 
Not deterred by pouring rain, in true Fonty style the barbecue proceeded - Fredo doing a marvelous 
merguez - and soon our bellies were once again satisfied.  A few minutes to rest, catch our breath and 
chat before the black clouds moved on their merry way leaving us with a fine cool afternoon for the 
circle and Olympic games.  
 

 
 
 
Again, Fonty-style prevailed and the circle, resided over by Lentement, was a manageable length 
despite the many well-deserved thank yous, sundry down-downs and overdue pink T-shirt 
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presentations.   Welcome to new hashers Jim and Robert, who we hope didn't go away with the 
impression that hashing consists of driving from control to control and then drinking. 
 
Well and truly rehydrated by rain and beer the games began with impromptu mud sliding.  Fredo, 
Wrong Way and a few other brave (stupid!) souls showed us the proper techniques for belly mud 
sliding.  Quite the art!!!   
 

  
 
Is it just years of training or do the Fonty team simply have bigger mouths for accommodating Petit 
Suisses?   Baguettes and beer and circles… why can hashers never quite run in a straight line?… 
Congratulations Goblin for the most spectacular landing!   
And suddenly eggs were flying… Just as each team thought they'd acquired the necessary skills 
another egg smashed… yolk, yuk!!!  Hands down to Fonty for their grand performance in the games. 
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And finally we were free to go to our respective corners to shower and rest before the evening 
activities.  Snores were heard resounding from all corners of Fontainbleau, as tired Hashers fell 
asleep. 
 
Before long it was 8 o'clock and Kiss Me, Master of Ceremonies was calling us back to the 
clubhouse. Back for drinks, apéritifs, drinks, chitchat and drinks.   
We finally sat down to a feast of meat, meat and meat!! - The vegetarians were in 7th heaven! 
10 o'clock and time for the shows… but where was the Paris team?  Vanished without a trace.  
10.15 p.m. 10.30: where were they?   Julie was sent out to try and find them, and found them…. 
rehearsing their sketch!  
Meanwhile Joop had unfortunately had an attack  (too much garlic dip, or too much mud sliding??) 
and had to be rushed to the local clinic… 
 
To keep the momentum going we began the evening without the Paris team; First up: assembling the 
puzzles. Well done to our champion puzzlers The Sans Clue Team who in record time were able to 
complete the task. (The next time the Hash has a puzzling situation we'll know whom to call on.)  
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Then a surprise for us all as Kiss Me, the Master of Ceremonies, did a one man strip tease, I mean 
act. Bravo! 
 
And then the Paris team reappeared, and the show could go on. First off, the Sans Clue Blues Sisters, 
including a Brother, appeared.  Why had their numbers dwindled from 12 to 3?  Apparently sisters 
had been dropping like flies all week, but the audience would never have known.  Well done to the 3 
for their suburb dance!  The second Sans Clue act was… well…  we were told to look on the sunny 
side of life, but any explanations? The effort was well appreciated though!   
 
And Fonty… désolé, mais on n'a rien compris du tout!!!  But they obviously enjoyed themselves. 
 
And finally the grand finale our one and only "Paris Hash Can Can Troupe".  They brought the house 
down with their performance and the audience screamed encore for ages, but our busy dancers were 
already on their way to their next engagement thus have promised a repeat soon.  
 

   
 
 
Richard did a gallant job the announcements and prize giving.  Thanks to: Cultured (for marvelous 
mapping), Likes-A-Long-One (Paris Team Captain), Aqua-Sex (Sans Clue Team Captain), Jean-Luc 
(Fonty Team Captain), Hot Pussy (for driving the route in one piece!), Patrice (for the music), Sharp 
Shooter (who managed to get Hash Cash even from reluctant payers!), Patrice (for organizing 
Breakfast), Joop (for a lovely lunch), Lentement/Fredo (barbecue, Olympic games, dinner), Peter (T-
shirts), Kiss-me (Master of Ceremonies) and Deep Throat (godfather) 
(what exactly did you do, Steve ?!?) 
 
The remainder of the evening we made merry, until the long day took its toll and sent us crawling/ 
staggering? into our beds.  Unfortunately a short sleep only because we had an appointment for the 
hangover hash all too early the next day.  
Only Grab Nuts was glad to have made the effort, when she was saw the beautiful bouquets of 
flowers the pack had proudly bought at the local market. 
 
And finally: the results: 
 
Paris Team: Overall total points 83/100 (Fonty 78 and Sans Clue 69) 
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Fonty Team: Best running time with only a few seconds lead on Paris. 
Sans Clue: Best team spirit & overall Hash Sportsmanship 
(Unanimously agreed by Mismanagement and all the Marshals). 
 
A big thank you once again to everybody who helped make the day the fun event it was meant to be.   
 
ONON 
Grab Nuts - June 6th, 2000 - surrounded by beautifully fragrant flowers - thanks to one and all!!! 
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